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Airbnbs part of the peer-to-peer 
or sharing economy

• Commercialization, or commodification, of everyday life (Weber)

• Disruptive development, or creative destruction (Schumpeter)

• Many of these innovations were initially presented as 

decentralizing access or autonomy, but as they matured, they 

tended to become increasingly centrally controlled and the firms 

became consolidated and oligopolistic

• Airbnb and Uber may currently be in the process of this kind of 

consolidation and centralization



Airbnb’s evolving business model

• Began as a decentralized peer-to-peer sharing of living space by 

single households

• Critics argued that Airbnb was profiting by skirting regulations 

• Proponents argued that it has made homes more affordable by 

renting out extra space

• Larger operators soon entered the Airbnb platform, and Airbnb 

began to embrace this as part of their business model

• Airbnb is driven by desire to grow and by plans to go public with an 

IPO

• Also driven by competition from the hospitality industry, & pushback 

by regulators.



Airbnbs’ negative externalities

• Creates nuisances like noise, congestion, and reduced 

parking, as well as undermining neighborhood cohesion 

by mixing zoning, or “hotelization”

• Increases long-term residential rents, especially by 

reducing the market supply of rental properties

• House assessments have also risen, which can raise 

property taxes

• Airbnb increases housing prices and rents by creating a 

“rent gap,” whereby landlords can earn more by 

converting their properties from long-term to short-term 

leases.



Airbnbs as a cause of Gentrification

• Directly, by pricing out residents or by eviction 

• Indirectly, as displaced middle-class residents move into adjoining 

neighborhoods and gentrify them

• Future gentrification, because of “rent gap.”  Rents can rise very rapidly 

in anticipation of filling this gap.  

• Displacement harms the hospitality industry, because it displaces its 

workers. 

• Displacement also threatens the culture of the city by disrupting the 

communities that produce the culture.



Other preconditions for Airbnbs

 Demand is needed.  

o Tourist areas.

o Business districts, if Airbnb succeeds in appealing to 

business travelers.

 Airbnbs will be less common in: 

o Poor, high crime neighborhoods

o Suburban residential neighborhoods, which have fewer 

tourist attractions, less business, and worse transport.

 Lack of regulation prohibiting them.



Special conditions in New Orleans

• City is especially dependent on tourism

• Shrinking city prior to Katrina with an oversupply of housing and blight.

• Katrina’s destruction created housing shortages and affordability crisis

• River neighborhoods especially attractive to post-Katrina gentrification.  

• Displacements threatened the cultural community and hospitality industry.

• Gentrified neighborhoods were also especially attractive to Airbnb hosts

• Ironically, many earlier-wave gentrifiers were displaced by the Airbnbs and, in 

turn, gentrified adjoining neighborhoods.

• Regulations put in place in late 2016, but large operators often evaded them, and 

enforcement was difficult.



Screenshot of InsideAirbnb.com for Nola, 3/31/2018



Screenshot of InsideAirbnb.com for NYC, as Comparison, 8/7/2019



Our research question

• We examine standard causal factors from the literature.

• Proximity to tourism

• High and/or rising SES: Gentrification

• New factor: whether Collective Resources inhibit the 

growth of Airbnbs.

• Social Networks

• Trust

• Faith-Based Engagement

• Family is Rooted in New Orleans

• Civic Engagement



Hypotheses

• More Airbnbs close to the tourist centers

• More Airbnbs in neighborhoods with rising SES: Gentrification

• Fewer Airbnbs in neighborhoods with higher solidarity or cohesion

Also –

• Airbnbs may differ according to whether they are:

1. Single-Room or Whole-House rentals

2. The Host has just One or Multiple properties





Airbnbs on Ursulines, in Treme
(My photos from a visual ethnography project)

Ms. Lucille, whose family has lived in Treme for generationsPaul, who has lived in Treme since Katrina



Data, all aggregated to the census tract level

• Large survey, N=7,000, conducted 2007-2011, which measures 

collective resources

• Census and ACS data from 2000 and 2010-14

• Location near the tourist center, operationalized as proximity to the 

French Quarter

• Airbnb data from InsideAirbnb.com, 2015-17



Mapped from U.S. Geological Survey Data

Extent of Flooding from Hurricane Katrina



Our survey, N=7,000, aggregated to the census tract level.
Collected ca. 2007-2011



Operationalization of 
Collective Resource variables

• In-Group and Out-Group (Bonding and Bridging) 

Social Networks

• Faith-Based Engagement

• Family is Rooted in New Orleans

• Civic Engagement

• Trust



Operationalization of 
Airbnb variables

1. All Airbnb listings for 2016-17, geocoded and 
aggregated by census tract

2. Whether listings are:

a) Single Room Listings

b) Whole House Listings

3. Whether Hosts make:

a) Single Listings

b) Multiple Listings



Airbnb's in New Orleans
OLS Regressions for Per Capita Factor, 2016-17

All Listings

1 2 3

Civic Engagement .070 .036 .006

Bonding Networks .065 .068 .104

Bridging Networks -.232* -.171+ -.171+ 

Faith-Based Engagement -.281** -.238** -.176**

Social Trust -.087 .001 -.121

Family Rooted in Nola -.286** -.236** -.181**

Proximity to French Quarter .359** .288**

SES-Race Change, 2000-14 .332**

Adj RSq .229 .320 .432



Airbnb's in New Orleans
OLS Regressions for Per Capita Factor, 2016-17

Room Listings Whole House Listings Single Listings Multiple Listings

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Civic Engagement .068 .042 .019 .068 .033 .003 .096 .064 .014 .071 .041 .033

Bonding Networks -.006 .030 .058 .076 .069 .105 .004 .018 .047 .113 .113 .151

Bridging Networks -.206* -.174+ -.172+ -.222* -.155+ -.154+ -.163+ -.110 -.090 -.266** -.211* -.227* 

Faith-Based Engagement -.270** -.239** -.186** -.270** -.227** -.164* -.299** -.258** -.189** -.257** -.219** -.167* 

Social Trust -.091 -.014 -.109 -.082 .007 -.118 -.065 .022 -.136* -.124 -.047 -.133

Family Rooted in Nola -.134+ -.109 -.068 -.319** -.267** -.210** -.263** -.219** -.137* -.283** -.238** -.211**

Proximity to French Quarter .377** .328** .339** .265** .375** .258** .309** .280**

SES-Race Change, 2000-14 .248** .339** .452** .205* 

Adj RSq .146 .279 .349 .237 .310 .422 .226 .339 .511 .207 .264 .325



Findings

• Fewer Airbnbs in neighborhoods with higher solidarity or cohesion 

• Mainly Rootedness and Faith-Based Engagement.

• Moderate effects for Bridging networks, but no effects for 

Bonding networks

• No effect for Civic Engagement and Social Trust 

• More Airbnbs near the French Quarter

• More Airbnbs where SES is rising, where there is Gentrification

• Hardly any difference in association patterns between 

• Single-Room vs. Whole House listings

• Host has Single vs. Multiple listings



Discussion of Collective Resources

 Rootedness and Faith-based engagement – which have most effect –

are more normative, maybe informal or passive forms of social solidarity

 Civic engagement is more active and intentional, but has no effect here.

 Our other research shows civic engagement encourages 

repopulation and blight reduction, but has little effect on crime.

 Perhaps civic engagement is more effective when outcomes are 

cooperative, rather than adversarial or pit individual benefits against 

collective benefits

 Trust has no effect, when controls are present

 Bridging social networks have a moderate effect, but Bonding networks 

have no effect



Types of Collective Resources;
Types of Outcomes

Goals are:

Adversarial Mixed Cooperative

Outcome Crime Airbnbs Blight Repopulation Foreclosures Employment
Passive

Rootedness x

Faith-based 
engagement x

Social Trust x x

Bonding Networks

Bridging Networks x x x

Active Civic Engagement x x x x
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Airbnb's in New Orleans
Descriptive statistics and correlations among variables, 2016-17

Correlations between Independent and Dependent variables

Predictors M (SD) All Listings Room Listings
Whole House 

Listings
Single Listings

Multiple 
Listings

Civic Engagement 0.07 (0.46) -.015 -.026 -.009 .009 -.024

Bonding (In-Group) Network 0.03 (0.33) -.197** -.190* -.190* -.204** -.171*

Bridging (Out-Group) Network 0.04 (0.32) -.138 -.142 -.127 -.098 -.152*

Faith-Based Engagement 0.32 (0.19) -.404** -.340** -.405** -.439** -.353**

Social Trust 2.65 (0.37) -.057 -.081 -.046 -.026 -.087

Family Rooted in NOLA -0.02 (0.36) -.402** -.247** -.428** -.420** -.363**

Proximity to French Quarter 0.06 (0.04) .430** .445** .408** .440** .385**

SES-Race Change, 2000-2014 0.00 (1.00) .505** .411** .506** .601** .388**

All Listings -0.04 (0.82)

Room Listings -0.03 (0.86)

Whole House Listings -0.04 (0.80)

Single Listings 0.00 (1.00)

Multiple Listings -0.04 (0.81)

* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001


